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Abstract
A technique ii described for non-deatraetive measurement
end monitoring of the steering offset of the election end positron
henna at (be interaction point of the SIC, bued on using
atripUsc beam-position monitor* to measure the centrnid of
one besn es It la deflected by the opposing beam. This techniqae is sow expected to provide diagnostic information related
to the spot size of the micron-sbw beams.
1.

Introduction

The electromagnetic force acting between two interne col
liding beams of oppositely charged particles will cause them to
be deflected in passing by an angle that depends on the offaet between the bunchea, and the diatribution of charge within
the bunches. This deflei tion, measurable with nondestructive
techniques, ia expected to be the key to the final steering of
the e+e" beams ia the SIC. More general!}-, the beam-beam
deflection phenomenon If * measurable manifestation of the
collision of micrea-jiw seams and ia applicable to any large
future linear collider
In an t* e" storage ring with a purely magnetic guide field,
the counter-rotating beams follow exactly the same central tra
jectory and thus head-on collUEona are unavoidable. There b
no a priori reason why this should he true in linear colliders,
however. In any linear collider, including the SLC, the op
posing beama must be actively ateered into collision guided by
acme observable that is sensitive to the impact parameter. Us
ing •tate-of-the-art atrip-line beam position monitors (BPMs),
It may be possible to direct the two beams independently to
the intended interaction point with an accuracy of perhaps
100 jim. In order to achieve acceptable luminosity with the
SLC, the beams must be elected to within about one beam
radius (about 2 fun) at each other. It la in this regime, far
below the resolution limits of eingle-beam diagnostic devices,
that the beam-beam deflection Is strongest.
3. Basic Formulae
The angular deflection produced by the interaction of an
SLC beam with the electromagnetic field of its colliding part
ner can be estimated analytically In the simplified caae of two
round Gtvssiaa beams (see Pig. 1}. Realistically, the beams
are not Lrpected to be round and gauaaian until the final fo
cus optical tuning la completed, a procedure that requires that
the beams be colliding. A two-dimtneiana) parametrization
for the collision of two beama with tranivene distributions of
arbitrary flatness and orientation ia given in Ref. 1.
The deflection of a single particle of charge e, passing at an
onset A fnno the cenlroid of an oppositely chatted i
distribution, it ghren by:
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Fig. 1. The trajectory of each beam it deflected
by the opposing beam passing at an offset tY
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where r< is the classical radius of the electron, 7 the relativistk E/m factor, JVy the number of particles and a the RMS
transverse site of the Gaussian distribution.
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When the beams pass with offsets luge compared to their
transverse sites, they see each other at point charges and (1)
Is a good approximation for their mutual deflection. When
colliding with a small onset, the finite line of the beam dis
tribution! must be taken Into account. This can be done by
convoluting (I) with the distribution of the opposing beam.
The result of such a calculation, carritd out In the limit of
small A, is expressed in terms of a form factor which reduces
the average deflection:
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Here S ia the ratio of the transverse sixes of the two'
Deflection versus offset It plotted in Fig. 2 for 80 GeV
beams consisting of * x 1 0 particles, with transverse spot
sixes 0 of 2, 5, and 10 s s > 10 pas is the estimated site of the
beams at the SLC Interaction point before optical consetisaa
U

to this estimate. By adjusting the final focus corrects* macnets, 0 can be reduced to about 2 |im. The above form factor
has been incorporated In the curres at a multiplying reduction
factor, assuming In each esse R ss 1.
B. Deflection Detection
Several methods have been studied for detecting and mea
suring the beam-beam deflections. The molt obvious is to use
a pair of BPMs atradllng the Interaction point. If the drift
length "lever arm* bt long enough, a deflection at the LP. wHI
result in a meaanrable poaUIon shift at the BPM. The power
of this method fan be greatly enhanced by auppraaiaa: theopposinc beam on some palest and watching the measnredbeam
jmnp bach to its asdeOcrted position. To make this possible,
a pair c/specid poised magnets, the Isingls-beatn dumpers*.
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2. Beam centering: Scanning the target across the probe
and recording • past aimUsr to Fig. 2 for the probe will
facilitate optimal steering of the two beams. The aerodeBectiou symmetry point m Fig. % is reached when the
beams are perfectly centered.
3. Spot sire tuning: Taking the hmit of (1) for small A and
multiplying by the form factor (2) give*:
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The slope of the deflection of the probe beam near the
sere-deflection symmetry point is inversely proportional
to the cross-sectional area of the target. By differenti
ating (1). ft can be seen that the deflection is maximum
for onsets of about 1.6 standard deviations of the target
distribution, and that the maximum drdection scales as
the inverse of the transverse spot size:
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Fig. 2. The deflection angle © as a function of onset
&, plotted for three apot sites,
will be provided upstream of the final form to hick either beam
out of the transport system on command.
In principle, the btam-beam deflection can alio be observed
with conventional tcreen profile monitors located in the paths
or the outgoing extracted beams as they are transported to
the dumps. lb the SLC, such measurements will be possible in
the vertical dimension only. Deflections in the horizontal plane
will be obscured by the momentum dispersion introduced by
the extraction septum magnets. As part or a planned upgrade
for the north extraction line,* ft will be possible to cancel the
dispersion with additional magnets to enable deflection mea
surements in bath the horizontal and vertical dimensions. In
any case, position measurements In the extraction lines provide
essentially no information about the absolute position of either
beam near the I.P., because of the large number of msgnets,
traversed by the outgoing beam before reaching the extraction
line. However, relative position shifts can be measured using
devices in the extraction lines in conjunction with the singlebeam-dumpen mentioned above to give a oseful measure of
the deflection at the LP.
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A relative meaaure of apot sise can thus be obtained by
scanning one beam across the other as in Step 2 above.
Guided by these messurements, an operator can adjust
optical elements of the transport system to minimize this
final spot size.
The procedures described here are based on relative mea
surements of the outgoing beam position at locations where the
angular deflection produced in the collision leads to a trans
verse position shift. Many of the BPMs in the outgoing trans
port system have suitsble phsse shifts from the IF to be used
for this purpose. The best locations, however, are in the final
optical transformer quadrupoles, where the ^-functions reach
their Largest values, thereby magnifying the deflections the
most, and where dispersion is negligible, (which minimises con
fusion with energy variations). Three BPMs, near quadripoles
Ql, 3 and 4, are planned for this purpose (Fig. 3). Each has
an effective optical lever arm of about 3 meters. Position shifts
corresponding to a wide range of IP parameters can be resolved
at these locations.
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Another approach is based on detecting beamttrahlung ra
diation. This is the same given to the synchrotron radiation
emitted by each beam as it Is deflected by the other. The an
gular distribution of this radiation, strongly peaked forward in
the direction of the outgoing beam, can be measured with a
suitable detector along a line of sight but quite distant from
the interaction point.

SINGLE-BEAM DUMPER;.
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t.

Application to Steering and Tuning: Procedures

A three-step tuning procedure is envisioned:
1. Initial beamfinding:One beam-designated the •target"
in this case - it momentarily suppressed with a singlebeam dumper while position measurements are made on
the "probe" beam. In this way, the shift induced by
the target hears can be determined. When the offset
between the beams is large, the magnitude of the shift
is inversely proportional to the offset and Its sign tells in
which direction to steer. This can be seen by taking the
limit of (X) for large A;
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Fig. 3. Schematic offaearaonecomponents relevant to
the deflection technique.
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The useful ruga of these technique!, U., the maximum
offset that itlll lives 4 measurable deflection, it limited only by
the ability of the BPM to rewire brain centroid movements.
Forexample, assume the BPM near Ql can resolve the eentroid
position of a tingle bunch of a x 10* pntidea to a level of 20 tun.
It will then be possible to detect relative beam-benm offsets up
to a maximum of:
A(jim)
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For larger beam currents, It may be possible to do better tnan
the limit indicated In (6). became tike BPM notation also
improve* with increasing current. By chopping one beam off
and on using the single beam dampen and averaging e m
many pulses, (he resolution can be improved further. Al
though marginal at low intensity, thin beam finding technique
should bridge the gap between the nana! dibit matching meth
ods which rely en absolute BPM accuracy to nteer the beam
independently to the IP, and techniques baaed on luminoeityrelated signals, such as heamstrahlurig,' disruption imaging,
and the Bhabha scattering rate.
1

t . Dynamic Errors and Corrections
It is expected that even when the static crossing errors
have been corrected as described above, the two beams will
not remain centered on each other without an active feedback
system. Many courtee of drift and jitter that could cause the
beams 10 wander at the IP have been identified. In meet cues,
these effects can be minimized with careful attention to rel
evant hardware designs. Magnet power supplies, for exam
ple, mult be well regulated, and support structures must lie
rigid. Natural ambient ground vibrations at frequencies above
1 Hi have been shown' to be negligible, although some local
man-roads vibration sources such as reciprocating pumps could
cause problems if not Isolated. On a slower time scale, thermal
effects will cause mechanical support structures to expand, and
power supplies to drift enough to adversely effect the luminos
ity unless steering corrections are made. Studies of feedback
schemes lor the SLC havefocusedon elmple and relatively slow
algorithms, although the BPM electronics, control system, and
other hey components are being built to auow pulse-by-pnbc
feedback to accommodate faster or more complex schemes.
A simple feedback algorithm far correcting relatively slow
drifts Is based on automatically suppressing one beam periodi
cally using the.slngle beam dumper. Of course, the hnnluasity
wonld be sacrificed cm these occasional pulses, but they would
enable a steering correction to be computed from the measured

position shifts of the outgoing beam. Because each measured
deflection can correspond to two possible onsets, the operation
has to be carried out frequently enough to ensure that the ac
tual offset does not drift outside the domain of the IP, bounded
by the deflection maxims, In the lima between updates. This
approach is probably adequate to track the thermal expansion
of support structures and other mechanical effects.
An approach that does not require sacrificing any beam
pulses would be to excite small "dither coll" dlpoles (Fig. 3) in
a pre-protTTuntd way to induce small periodic octets at the
IP, with an amplitude of a fraction of a standard deviation. Is
this way, one beam tan be made to trace out a pattern such as
a small circle at the IP. The nVneetlona of the opposing beam
will then project the same pattern at the BPM. When the off
set between the beams corresponds to • point on a steeply
rising positive slope in Fig. 2 (beyond the 1 A a peak on either
side), the projection Is a magnified image of the dither pattern.
When the onset is less than 1.6 «, the projection Is an inverted
image of the dither pattern. Synchronous position measure
ment would then allow a determination of whether the beams
were colliding within or beyond 1.6 standard deviations of each
other. If necessary, a correction could be applied to bring them
back to within one e. The sign of the deflection would indi
cate the direction in which to steer, b both these algorithms,
corrections are applied using steering correctors immediately
upstream of Q3.
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